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Editorial

A good friend of mine was recently repacking for the 5th day in a
row for a specialised trip, touch and go whether her drysuit leak
would be fixed and meet her at the airport, equipment choices in
and out and round about, and she lamented ‘oh, why didn’t we
just get obsessed with knitting instead?’.

Well, I think it’s because with knitting there just is not enough
faffing. In my experience photographers, particularly underwater
ones, enjoy nothing better than a good, long, satisfying camera
faff. Now, with the digital age, there are so many more ways to
faff topside and one such is the world of Digital Asset Manage-
ment, and that’s a euphemism for a large dose of digital faff if
ever I heard one. Our own JP Trenque delivered a two part break-
down of the process at meetings and I have printed it here in full.
It is quite long, but once you get through the fact that it could be
construed as a tad - er - boring (the subject not the speaker -
sorry JP) it is actually really useful. So, digital faffers, fill your
boots.

Also in this issue, Alex Mustard presents a thought provoking view
on equipment and how it ‘ain’t what you got it’s the way that
you use it....’. Jeremy Cuff continues his helpful website series,
Vicki Billings describes a fascinating trip to dive the rarely visited
Lophelia reef in Norway with accompanying pics by Rohan Holt,
and Rob Allen shares his experience of a dramatic and adrenalin
fuelled trip in Fiji with some impressive shark friends.

All followed as usual by the monthly meeting reports and competi-
tion results.

Finally, if anyone can put in any time at all to help with the meet-
ing write-ups I would be most grateful. Even if you just do one
meeting it will be enormously helpful. Please get in touch with me
if you can help, contact info. on the back inside page.

Happy season everyone,
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BSoUP speakers 2007 (where gaps assume TBA)

June 20
Photo techniques: A potpourri of Photoshop tips
‘focus on’: Creative
Main event: Field notes: trials with new lenses and techniques

with Alex Mustard

July 7 Annual splash-in competition 2007, Plymouth

July 18
Photo techniques: ‘Splash-in’ review with Brian Pitkin
‘focus on’: Temperate waters
Main event: In the name of science, a research trip to the

Coral Sea with Pedro Vieyra

August 15
Photo techniques: Portfolio composition
‘focus on’: International ‘focus on’
Main event: Portfolio workshop

September 19
Photo techniques: Heather Hammond
‘focus on’: The world in our hands
Main event: Alan James

October 17
Annual event: Best of British portfolio

November 21
Annual event: AGM
Annual event: Beginner’s portfolio
Annual event: ‘focus on’ final
Main event: UK (green water) photo techniques with

Peter Rowlands

December 19
Annual event: Open portfolio
Annual event: Christmas party
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It’s not what you’ve got... by Alex Mustard
www.amustard.com

In the bad old days underwater photography was difficult and only
the select few were able to produce beautiful photos. Digital
technology has upset this apple cart. Now, even the cheapest
underwater cameras can take stunning images, and these advances
have levelled the playing field. It is not what camera you have got,
but what you do with it, that counts.

In film days, the sophistication of your camera system determined
its photographic potential. A housed SLR camera with all the lenses
was so much more capable than a Nikonos V, which in turn out-
gunned more basic kit like Sea and Sea’s Motormarine II. The top
dogs had the best cameras and as a result cornered the market for
quality and creative shots.

These days, even the cheapest digital compacts are good enough
to allow everyone to express themself artistically underwater. I
accept that some shots, such as fast moving fish, are much harder
with compacts. But there are other times when the small size of a
compact allows it to squeeze into a photo-opportunity the SLR user
has to pass up. Any underwater snapper who knows their camera
and has a good photographic eye can produce something that really
stands out. Some of the most inventive images I see come from
the newest photographers, who just make the pictures they want
to, uninhibited by what was and wasn’t possible in days of old.

Indeed a few old pros are struggling to compete, their formulaic
images can look pedestrian next to these artistic digital upstarts. I
have even heard some complain that underwater photography is
too easy on digital! But I prefer to think of it as a new dawn in
underwater photography – an age when the photographer with an
artistic eye is king, irrespective of the cost of their camera.

A quick browse on the internet will quickly confirm that some of
the most impressive galleries are being produced by relatively new
photographers. Has the skill set required for producing beautiful
underwater images evolved from a technical one to an artistic
one?
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Yes and no. While the latest kit is incredibly capable and a natural
eye is important, successful underwater photography still needs a
good technical grounding. The Internet also hosts plenty of poor
galleries to convince us. A photographer must be able to make
their images come out, before they can make them stand out.
The photographic eye must be backed up with an understanding of
how to make the camera capture a technically correct image.

Photoshop is a powerful ally, but its corrective powers can lead to
photographic laziness beneath the waves. There remains no
substitute for getting it right in the camera. Poor technique can
often be rescued enough to make an image look great on the
screen, but such over correction usually degrades image quality too
much for print reproduction. Photoshop corrections need to be
used sparingly to keep that final print quality high. If a photo needs
too much work, it is unlikely to print well.

Recently I was one of the judges (along with several other BSoUP
members) at the British Underwater Image Festival. All the judges
were surprised how many images were let down by their printing.
For me the shock was worse because, being a real photo geek, I
was familiar with a decent percentage of the pictures from browsing
the web. Many images that I had previously marvelled at online
just did not cut it as A4 prints. Importantly, this is not a megapixel
issue. Rarely is an image let down by its resolution at single page
size. Instead the problem comes from over correction in Photoshop,
with colours and contrast pushed and pulled producing a result that
looks nice on the screen, but as a print has little subtlety of hue
and lots of colour noise.

The key to getting the most from digital underwater photography
is to combine that eye for a photo with the technical knowledge of
both your camera and the rules of taking pictures underwater. Get
this right and even if you have a fairly basic underwater camera,
you can be confident your photos will stand up amongst the very
best. Never before in underwater photography has the expression
“that’s a great photo, you must have an expensive camera”, been
so wide of the mark.
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Building a photography website by Jeremy Cuff
Part 3 – living in the present tense
www.ja-universe.com

Previously we looked at the internet as a media, why a photogra-
pher might want a website, actually creating a website including
overall concept, selecting content and working with a designer.
Here, we address ongoing managment of the site.

A few years ago, businesses were threatened with stark predictions
such as ‘be online in two years or die’. Many took these threats
seriously and literally, thinking that by simply having a website their
future was assured.

Although there was perhaps some long term truth in those apoca-
lyptic prophecies, what wasn’t widely appreciated was that websites
also needed managing. And it is by good management that the
credibility of a website is maintained. It must live in the present
tense.

Previously, we discussed what constitutes a good website in terms
of design and functionality, only to conclude that it is difficult to
define ‘good’ in absolute terms as design and concept are to some
degree a matter of personal taste. However, one thing for sure is
that a website must be up to date. Remember, a good website
inspires confidence. It is a first impression, and first impressions
count. The first impression is not just about what the site looks
like, but what it actually contains; a website that is aesthetically
pleasing can therefore be let down by out of date content.

Content management can be achieved in different ways which might
include fresh homepages, news sections, blogs, new galleries, links
pages and so on. When building your website, you could specify
that your web design company creates a series of content manage-
ment menus allowing you to post images and text to designated
areas of the site whenever you wish. This is a good solution for
many websites as it is very easy and quick to use, but it may be
expensive to set up, and will probably require the services of a
programmer.
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To be more self sufficient, you could learn to update the site your-
self using programmes such as Dreamweaver. It’s a method that’s
quite commonplace today as the web gets de-mystified by user
friendly programmes, helpful websites and on-line forums full of
valuable tips and hints. Numerous computing and internet maga-
zines are also full of information useful to managing websites, so
it’s worth visiting the local newsagent too.

If you are too busy, or lack the inclination to add content yourself,
you can always make an arrangement with your designer or web
design company who would probably be happy to handle updates for
you. Don’t forget, content management isn’t just about adding
more to the site, it might be just as important to take items off;
perhaps old images that compare unfavourably with your latest
work.

Firstly, a today’s date gives the site a present tense feel about it
and can be driven by a bit of programming. You give the impression
that the site is updated each day, even if it isn’t.

To get into the real content, a good discipline is to change the
homepage fairly regularly. You want visitors to notice a change
each time they visit. If the site remains unchanged for long periods
of time, visitors will quickly recognise this and not return as they
perceive that there’s nothing new to see, even if there is.

A ‘latest news’ page is a good section to have. My preference is for
the latest news to appear at the top of the page. Eventually, old
news can be deleted from the site or archived in sections i.e. 2005,
2006, provided it’s still relevant. I think that retaining a bank of
well organised archive information creates a depth to the site. It
is, however, down to personal taste.

Adding new galleries can be one of the most labour intensive as-
pects to content management and also one of the most rewarding.
Showing your latest work must always be a photographer’s priority
but remember to be discerning for quality control reasons.
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As websites have become easier to update, we have seen a huge
growth in ‘blogging’ which is basically the posting of comments,
feedback and opinions on a web page for others to view and re-
spond to. On my own site, I have a section called ‘field notes’
where I write a short set of notes about my photography trips.

A good way to get into the mindset of managing your website is to
diarise a modest amount of changes each month, perhaps an ‘im-
age of the month’ or a news story. Before long, the routine of
working with the site will become second nature.

I find that keeping a file structure of the site with its entire con-
tent on my computer works for me. Also, I recommend that you
don’t let your updates build up. Much better to add little and often
rather than once and a lot, which can become impossible to achieve.

In the next issue, we will look at web optimisation and how to be
found on the internet.

Jeremy Cuff is an underwater photographer and photojournalist
based in Warminster in Wiltshire. Latest work includes eastern
Australia, the Kona Coast of Hawaii and the Florida Keys. To see
some of Jeremy and Amanda’s work please visit www.ja-
universe.com
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Norwegian Coral Reefs by Vicki Billings
Photos by Rohan Holt

You may think coral reefs only occur in the tropics, but it has been
known for some time that cold water corals form reefs deep down
on the continental shelf in the North Atlantic, at 200m and beyond.
Then, just a few years ago, small reef patches were discovered in
some Norwegian fjords as shallow as 40m within diving depth range.

Consequently, in September 2006 Chris Wood organised a small
group of Marine Conservation Society (MCS) divers to visit a very
special place. Trondheimsfjord was our destination. Here, a ridge
which crosses the fjord rises to 40m and patches of reef formed by
the cold water coral Lophelia pertusa have been found by local
divers. The ridge is a relic of the last ice age and the reef we were
about to visit could be about the same age.

We congregated in Trondheim and boarded the liveaboard which
was to be home for the next week.  Excitement mounted as we
discussed diving the Lophelia reef, but we were going to have to
wait for neap tides at the end of the week. In the meantime,
there was plenty of interesting diving to be done.

Trondheimsfjord is huge. It extends about 80km inland and is more
like an inland sea than a fjord. After grabbing a couple of dives en
route, we steamed towards the narrow straits that separate the
inner and outer sections of the fjord and did several dives in this
area. Water temperature was between about 10 - 13ºC. We soon
learnt that marine life in the fjord was abundant. Many species
were familiar, particularly at shallow depths, but below about 28m
we entered a realm where huge yellow sea fans clung to the walls.
They were so incredibly striking in the cold, clear water that it was
hard to believe we were in Norway! There were also large basket
stars, sponges, colourful anemones and squat lobsters and at depth
we saw Norwegian redfish, a beautiful, deep-sea jellyfish and the
deep water ratfish or Chimaera. We were very fortunate to have
as our guide Erling Svensen, co-author of the book ‘Marine Fish
and Invertebrates of Northern Europe’, who knows the area well.
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After a lovely break exploring Trondheim in bright, late Summer
sunshine there was an atmosphere of great anticipation as we
returned to rendezvous with a local dive guide. I shall never forget
descending the shot line for the first time, not knowing what to
expect. At about 25m a white shape gradually appeared with
scattered dive lights illuminating the scene. Then, there I was,
gazing in awe at the pristine Lophelia reef at 40m – a view that
only a handful of people have ever seen. The coral is pure white,
spectacular and yet so fragile. This patch is about the size of a
small bungalow and it was possible to explore most of it in one
dive. In amongst the coral we saw Norwegian red fish, large stone
crabs, star fish, sponges, squat lobsters and a patch of coral that
was actually pink rather than pure white. There were also some
familiar yellow sea fans together with several large basket stars
and one prominent, knobbly red fan which Erling said always had
retracted polyps.

Our bottom time of 20 mins passed really quickly but I still managed
to get at least 50 images. Then it was time to head back up the
shot-line for a long decompression before surfacing – time to reflect
on the amazing environment we had just been fortunate enough
to visit. Over the next couple of days we made several similar dives
and in that time we got to know it well. We knew where to find
each sea fan, basket star or other special feature. After one evening
dive, Erling surfaced grinning from ear to ear – the red sea fan had
been ‘in flower’, with large red polyps transforming the knobbly
bush into something far more beautiful.

By the end of the week we knew a great deal about the marine life
in Trondheimsfjord, but the highlight had definitely been diving
the Lophelia reef. We were all struck by the fragility of this stunning
habitat. The coral is very slow growing and the reef we saw may
well have been thousands of years old but is still incredibly vulnerable
to accidental damage. We felt truly privileged to have had this
experience and I’m sure we left the reef exactly as we found it,
bringing back only a large number of images and video footage!

Contact:  www.xoholidays.com
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Photographing big sharks in Fiji by Rob Allen

When it comes to close shark encounters, they don’t come any
closer or more intense than this. Not two feet in front of me was
the largest bull shark I had ever seen, her mouth wide open displaying
row upon row of huge triangular teeth. The artificial feeling of
safety I usually get from holding my camera housing suddenly seemed
totally inadequate, and with my finger held down on the shutter-
release, I was mesmerised by the magnificent animal as she hung
in the gin-clear water right in front of me.

Then, the moment was over and she was past. Swinging to my
right, she displayed all the hard-packed, muscular beauty of her 4
metre long body, her small, yellow eye intimidating, intently watching
me, and I was rocked backwards by a passing strike of her pectoral
fin against my midriff. As I said – pretty intense!

Situated on Shark Reef, offshore of Pacific Harbour in Fiji, this
was the ‘Big Fish Encounter’ in all its up close and personal glory.
The veteran Australian shark photographers and film-makers, Ron
and Valerie Taylor, have called this the ‘best shark dive in the
world’, and it is an incredible opportunity to see as many as eight
different species of shark. Heavyweights like bulls and tigers join
silvertips, sickle-fin lemons, blacktip reefs, whitetip reefs, grey
reefs and tawny nurse sharks in a spectacle that leaves even
hardened shark-divers awestruck.

As an underwater photographer with a passion for sharks, I had
wanted to experience this dive since first hearing about it. The
dive is run by Beqa Adventure Divers, with legendary Fijian
divemasters, Rusi and Manasar, safely controlling the shark feeding
and choreographing the dives with consummate skill.



Norwegian
by Vicki Billings



coral reefs

on page 11

Photos by
Rohan Holt
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The first dive starts with the guides throwing food into the water
which generates a frenzy of white water as hundreds of giant
trevally contend voraciously for the scraps. This is like ringing the
dinner bell for the sharks in the depths of the Beqa channel and by
the time we have descended to an area at 30m, a few bull sharks
are already circling expectantly in the dark depths beyond. A tornado
of huge fish forms around the feeder and his chum bin as beneath
them a few bull sharks make ever closer passes to investigate – at
first, hesitantly moving in to take a tuna head from the feeder’s
hand as more ghostly, taurean shapes coalesce at the limit of
visibility. Tawny nurse sharks arrive, too, sinuously slinking along
the sea bed as if vacuuming up all in their path. Occasionally two
massive Queensland groupers descend from their vantage high above
us to compete for the food – and these are bigger than some of
the bull sharks!

After 17 minutes, we ascend to 16m and the second feeding point.
Here we are joined by perfectly fusiformed grey reef sharks and
smaller but more inquisitive whitetip reef sharks - sunlight-dappled
dorsals scythe into view from all directions. Knowing the shots we
want to achieve, the feeders coax the sharks ever closer to the
diving photographers in a continual effort to satisfy. Even the safety
stop on the top of the reef at 3m is exciting where blacktip and
whitetip reef sharks swoop in to try to snap up the last remnants
of food amid the continual bullying bombardment from the trevallys.

An hour surface interval to catch one’s breath is followed by the
second dive. Alerted to the earlier feeding, bull sharks now appear
near another feeding point at 16m. They circle cautiously before
us and one gets the feeling there are many more reticent ones in
the abyssal gloom beyond. Joining them can be tawny nurse sharks,
silvertips and sickle-fin lemons. There is a very definite pecking
order with the massive bulls holding dominance, but if one of the
tiger sharks arrives – even the bulls back off! Once comfortable
with the divers in their domain, it is here that we are subjected to
repeated passes by the bulls taking tuna heads from the experienced
hands of the feeders.
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At times, food is released from the water column above and we
get an opportunity to capture images of many sharks powering
their way up to vie for it with the massed cloud of big fish and
eclipsing the light from the surface.

For photographers some great shots can be achieved from good
positioning and intelligent anticipation of the shark’s behaviour
and their interaction with the feeders – there are close-passes and
toothy shots galore. In fact, I had had my fill of the ‘gaping jaws’
shots after a couple of days and then started working on more
natural, behavioural images – ‘working the idea’ as Martin Edge
would put it, with extremely pleasing results. Giant trevally and
snapper are ever-present in quantities that would astound on any
other dive. On these dives, however, they just get in the way,
meaning that, as always with underwater photography, closer is
better – even when the subject is a bull shark with a gaping maw
swimming towards you! After 35 minutes we ascend, exhausted by
the action but never quite sated and eager for what the following
day will bring.

The only reason these magnificent sharks are still alive is a part-
nership between Beqa Adventure Divers and the two local villages
which own Shark Reef under Fijian law. Unfortunately, the Asian
fishing fleets are prevalent in the South Pacific, but at Beqa La-
goon they are prevented from longlining in an innovative way. A
no-take marine reserve has been created around Shark Reef, with
every diver paying a levy to the village. This proves to the villagers
that the sharks are worth more alive than dead and funds fish
wardens that reinforce this guardianship. A tagging programme is
also taking place to better understand where the sharks go when
they leave the Reef each year to breed. This is a unique partner-
ship providing longevity and sustainability for the shark population
and is very popular with the Fijian Fisheries authorities as it pro-
vides a safe nursery which has begun naturally restocking surrounding
areas that have been fished out. This is all having a positive effect
on the bull shark population as each year more and more return to
Shark Reef.



Photographing big



 sharks  in Fiji

by Rob Allen
on page 13
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Monthly meeting reports

Len Deeley, BSoUP member, described his journey on the road to
achieving a Fellowship distinction in 2006 with the Royal Photographic
Society in the Nature category. Len began diving with the army in
1970 and has been a member of various BSAC clubs ever since. His
three favourite subjects are photography, diving and music and he
loves to bring them together in digital audio visual presentations.
In 1988 Len formed ‘Photosub’, a thriving underwater photography
club which has many common members with BSoUP. Check it out
at www.photosub.co.uk Len has also been on the lecture circuit of
the Surrey Photographic Association since 1993 giving regular talks,
slide shows and lectures.

John is the highly experienced technical editor of Diver magazine.
Following a long and successful career as a first-division photographer
in UK advertising, in 1990 he transferred all his efforts to
photographing and writing about the world of diving and has been
doing so ever since. Recently, he finally launched himself into the
digital world. He described his ‘digital epiphany’ - the pitfalls and
challenges for an ‘old pro’ (his words!) on the road to abandoning
film and completely embracing electronic image-gathering. Much
of John’s work is on www.divernet.com

Well known to many BSoUP members, Charles - a long standing
member himself - is the senior correspondent for Dive Magazine.
He explained the machinations involved in getting your pictures
published. Charles is a highly accomplished and versatile photogra-
pher and his presentations are always informative and full of useful
hints and tips.

Charles Hood - November 15

Digital epiphany of an old pro with John Bantin -
January 17 www.johnbantin.co.uk

The road to FRPS - Fellowship of the Royal Pho-
tographic Society with Len Deeley - February 21
www.imagine-photography.co.uk
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Simon, an active member of BSoUP, took the plunge about 18
months ago to become a part-time freelance photo-journalist. In
proportion to the amount of time actually ‘on location’, Simon
spends a lot of time at his desk; researching, phoning around and
brainstorming to come up with ideas.

Down the line all his hard work has resulted in a number of his
articles and photographs being published around the world, reporting
on his twin passions of motorbikes and diving. Simon shared with
the audience some of the extraordinary images from his travels
which had supported his articles or been on the front cover of
publications.

Simon has journeyed to the Bahamas (sharks and wrecks), Sardinia
(diving and quad biking) and Norway (aircraft wreck, northern
lights and very cold!) and also travelled for motorbike features
including a seven page article in ‘Bike magazine’ on safari in Africa
and a hilarious trip to Dublin to report on the Purple Helmets
motorbike display team – who uniquely perform their shows wearing
only a crash helmet and a smile!

Simon was delighted to receive a commendation for his Bike Safari
article in the Travel Photographer of the Year awards.

By the end of the first financial year Simon had begun to make a
small profit, and is hoping to increase the time he spends on his
new career. He has realised that he needs to continue to come up
with new and different ideas to build on his success so far.

The trick is to come up with unique and interesting features,
different from the traditional ‘blue water’ articles most often seen
in dive magazines, something that will capture the reader’s
imagination and hold their interest.

Shooting the military with Simon Brown -
February 21 by Alison Mayor www.simonbrownimages.com
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One such article which had been published in many countries around
the world, was a feature on the Defence Diving School (DDS). Simon
recounted how, on a diving trip to Weymouth, he had met Len
Smith on the quayside, who turned out to be a diver in the Royal
Engineers during WW2 working with EOD. Many of his comrades
had been killed during these times. Simon found Len’s experiences
fascinating, and as a result contacted the DDS to see if he could
find out about military diving today. He was very fortunate to be
subsequently invited to spend some time with instructors and
trainees undergoing training at Horsea Island and in open water in
Portland, Dorset.

Training in the sheltered, brackish water of Horsea lake involves
the use of scuba, heliox/trimix and rebreather diving equipment
along with various tools such as cutting equipment, jack hammers
and even chainsaws. Trainees are brought to the peak of physical
fitness. They are taught how to set explosives underwater and how
to deal with explosive devices such as mines. It is hard work and
very intense/physical training. Simon was able to observe much of
this training and took some creative shots designed to show the
reader the intense, specialised and professional nature of the work
of the DDS and the military diver.

There is a clear demarcation between the Army (above the
highwater mark) and the Royal Navy (below highwater) and Simon
observed many aspects of their training. Once training moved to
Portland, the Royal Marine instructor pushed his trainees to the
limit of their physical stamina with gruelling exercises including an
8km run along the tough shingle of Chesil Beach – carrying a dead
weight dummy of ropes in a sack. Simon’s images of trainees in
full equipment against a backdrop of grey Royal Fleet Auxiliary
ships in Portland, running along the beach and diving in fast currents
portrayed some of the extreme physical and mental pressure the
training involves.

The resulting article was featured in Dive magazine, the Army’s
own magazine ‘Soldier’ and overseas in Sweden, Germany, New
Zealand and the US. Simon is hopeful for the future of his new
career and confident there is ‘no going back’.
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Digital Asset Management with JP Trenque -
January 17 & March 21 www.jptrenque.com

If you have been using a digital camera for more than a couple of
weeks, you will probably already have a large virtual heap of images.
As your collection grows, so does the need for safekeeping and
easy retrieval.

Until recently, I stored images on my hard disk with a copy on DVD,
until the hard disk ran out of space. Then I moved the files elsewhere.
For a while, I could remember details about the pictures, but soon
found it increasingly difficult to find a specific image when I needed
to. So, I asked Google about Digital Asset Management solutions,
or the art of downloading, renaming, backing-up, rating, grouping,
archiving, optimising, maintaining, thinning and exporting a
collection of photos. Entire books have been written on the subject,
but I will just briefly describe what I’ve started to implement. It’s
not a perfect solution, but it seems to work for me, for now.

Archiving
There is no right or wrong way to archive files. Those of you who
have used slides might have organised them by trip, species, country
or even by nothing at all. I used to order my files by country then
by trip, which worked well until my hard disk filled-up and I had to
move some of the files to a new disk.

On a trip
The first part of the process usually starts underwater. I used to
delete images during the dive in an effort to pretend I only took
good pictures. However, I was told recently that deleting files in-
camera could damage the catalogue on the card. Whether this is
true or simply the product of some geek’s imagination, I don’t
know, but I tend to wait until I have downloaded the images before
I delete them now. My main reason is that an image which looks
way under or over-exposed on the camera’s LCD screen could
possibly be fixed on the computer later.
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Renaming the files
My camera saves the RAW files as DSC_1234.NEF, DSC_1235.NEF,
etc. This name is meaningless and increases the potential for losing
images, not least because when you reach DSC_9999.NEF the next
image will be a new DSC_0001.NEF. So, the first thing I do after
transferring the images to my computer is change the name to
something like trenque_070501_0001_brixham.nef,
trenque_070501_0002_brixham.nef, etc. It may look like overkill
but this new file name contains much very useful information.

trenque_ anyone using my images knows immediately who the
photographer is
070501_ the date (in yymmdd format) helps sort the files by date
the picture was taken; this also tells me immediately which Brixham
trip it was
0001_ a simple counter to make each file name unique
brixham  what the image relates to without having to open it

Some software cannot cope with very long names so keep it under
31 characters.

Adding metadata
Metadata comprises additional information. It can be public like
keywords, copyright information or the photographer’s details, or
private, like collections of images you will use for a certain purpose.
Metadata fields also include camera settings such as f/stop, ISO
and even which lens you used.

Rating the images
The first piece of information I add to my raw files is ratings. This
helps sort images later and concentrate on the better ones. Adobe
products such as Bridge, Photoshop and Lightroom can attach a
rating from one star to five stars to each image. These will be my
positive ratings. I also use labels for negative ratings. Red is neutral,
yellow is for outtakes which I keep as I haven’t got anything better
for now and green means ‘throw me away immediately’. Once
rated, I filter for green labels and delete.
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File information
Next I add copyright and general information about the location.
This makes it much easier to retrieve them later and remember
exactly where they were taken. Select all the images that were
taken on the dive and open the ‘File Info’ menu (File > File Info in
Bridge). It is well worth setting up templates to make it quicker
next time as templates will remember the usual information you
enter.

In the ‘File Info’ panel, I fill in the ‘description’ tab, add my name
in the ‘author’ field, then insert general keywords such as ‘dive’,
‘diving’, ‘water’, ‘underwater’ etc. I also set the copyright status
to ‘Copyrighted’, set the notice to ‘© 2007 JP Trenque’ and add
my website details to the URL field. The ‘IPTC image’ tab is the
second most important one and I try to include the dive site name
in ‘Location’, nearest town in ‘City’, then the rest of the location.
These fields will be really useful later if you are thinking of using
DAM software. The ‘IPTC contact’ can contain your personal details
in case a magazine editor is struggling to find out where to send
the cheque!

I don’t normally add specific keywords such as fish species at this
stage - after a day’s diving, I have better things to do, like enjoying
a well-deserved cold beer. I add this when I get home, usually with
some help from the Debelius books for the scientific names.

I also don’t create JPG files at this stage, waiting until the fine
keywords have been attached to the raw files so that anything
produced from these raw files inherit all the keywords.

Backing-up on location
To avoid any nasty surprises, I try to back-up daily. There are a
number of devices on the market which will attach to a laptop. I
usually copy my raw files to my iPod, but you can also use portable
hard drives or even DVDs if your computer is equipped with a
burner. On the trip home I always make sure the laptop and the
backed-up files are kept in separate locations, in case my luggage
goes missing.
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After the trip
Now is the time to get the fish id book out. I try to add the
common and scientific names to the keywords, and insert some
information in the description field. This will be useful when later
someone wants to view the image in context.

Converting to DNG format
Also known as ‘digital negative’, the DNG format was developed by
Adobe in an effort to provide a standard, openly documented format
for raw files. Most camera manufactures are quite secretive about
their proprietary file formats and, as new cameras find their way
on the market, software manufacturers can sometimes struggle
to keep up with updates to their raw converters. Moving from the
D100 to the D200, for example, I realised that my old version of
Photoshop would also have to be upgraded if I wanted it to read
the new camera’s files.

A free download from Adobe’s website, the DNG converter will turn
any raw file into one that can be read by a raw converter. It has
another advantage. After adding keywords to your images, you
might have noticed new .XMP files appearing in the directory where
your images are saved. Because raw files can’t be modified, the
metadata has to be saved in a separate sidecar file. When you
convert to DNG, the image and the data from the XMP files are
combined into a single file to make things simpler.

Backing-up at home
No doubt you have heard it all before, but it’s not about whether a
hard disk will crash, it’s about when. In order to avoid a disaster, I
save my DNG files on an external hard disk and make 2 copies (one
of the original raw files and one of the new DNG files) to 2 DVDs. I
keep the external hard disk and one DVD at home and take the
second DVD to work, where it will be kept as an off-site archive.

Here’s the bucket structure I have borrowed from Peter Krogh,
author of ‘The DAM Book – Digital Asset Management for
Photographers’. It has the advantage of being scalable as well as
relatively simple.
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Each image file is stored in a file bucket (directory) saved in
chronological order, named e.g. raw_001_030601_wakatobi.

• raw_ shows original image; when I create .JPG, .TIFF or
.PSD files I will keep the same directory structure but use
der_ for ‘derivative files’ instead of raw_

• 001_ the bucket number
• 030601_  the date of the last image in this bucket
• wakatobi a short reference to what this bucket contains

I then use these buckets to fill larger DVD-sized buckets (up to
about 4.4 GB leaving space for Adobe-generated cache files)

External hard drive:
DVD_001

raw_001_030601_wakatobi
trenque_030526_0050_wakatobi.dng
trenque_030526_0051_wakatobi.dng
...

raw_002_030701_plymouth
trenque_030701_5471_plymouth.dng
...

DVD_002
DVD_003
...

Each DVD is numbered and has the same structure as the hard
drive.

All this sorting and key-wording work will be pretty useless if you
have no way of easily finding archived files. File browsers like Bridge
to some extent allow you to filter and retrieve images by keywords,
but the application may have to plough through thousands of high-
resolution files to find the one you are looking for, a time-consuming
process. A new breed of cataloguing applications has emerged in
recent years, allowing the photographer to store information about
images. All you have to do is point the software to a bucket for it
to read all the metadata, and know where the images are saved.
This enables very fast searches by any field you completed when
you added keywords.
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At the moment I use iView MediaPro, soon to be replaced by
Microsoft’s Expression Media. Adobe Lightroom and Apple Aperture
are also serious contenders on the market at the moment. Products
change all the time so I won’t dwell on them too much.

One nice feature of iView is that I can build lists of images stored
in various buckets. So, if I am trying to build a collection of nice
images from various locations in the Red Sea, I can select Egypt,
Sudan and Jordan as well as 2-star rating and above, and store the
result in a new list. My original files will not be moved. At the click
of one button, I can then ask the cataloguing application to convert
the DNG files in that list to JPG and save them on a CD.

Another nice feature of most catalogue applications is that you can
work on your images’ metadata even if the external hard disk that
contains these images isn’t connected to your computer. When you
later plug the hard disk in, you will be able to synchronise the data
between your catalogue and the files.

Derivative files
When I convert a DNG file to JPG, I store it on my laptop’s hard
drive for a while, keeping the same name and directory structure
as for the raw files. However, instead of naming the bucket
something like raw_001_030601_wakatobi, I call it
der_001_030601_wakatobi. Right now, I catalogue my derivative
files with the raw files, but as my collection grows, I am considering
the use of separate catalogues.

More DAM stuff
By now, some of you are probably regretting the good ol’ days of
slide photography where you would put the box of transparencies
in a cupboard and forget about it. But, to find the image you
wanted later would represent quite a challenge.

I have tried to condense a vast subject into a few lines. As I explained
earlier, this method is by no means perfect, but it works for me
until better products become available. If you would like to read
more about Digital Asset Management, there are a number of
good books and websites e.g. www.thedambook.com
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Composition, communication & commercialisation
with Alex Mustard - March 21 www.amustard.com

The technical aspects of underwater photography are crucial to
master, but once we have achieved a certain level of competence,
where do we go? How do we make our images stand out?
Composition is the answer. It is easy to think of composition in
terms of rules: diagonals, thirds etc. But, this is just the beginning.
Composition is actually about making an image communicate. Ideally,
compositional choices should work synergistically with image
content, both with the subject matter and the lighting to create a
strong message. The composition should reinforce the story of the
image created by its content.

The intended use of an image also influences how we compose it.
Some images can be jacks of all trades, but more often photos are
most powerful when created bespoke for their purpose. Different
attributes are required for underwater photos that are intended to
please ourselves, to win competitions, to hang as prints, to sell to
advertisers and for editorial content and magazine covers. Other
images are required to work together, in portfolios, print galleries
and for extensive collections in books. These require different
considerations.

In essence, Alex’s talk was about getting more from your viewfinder.
Alex is BSoUP’s digital officer and a popular speaker. His photos
have won many competitions e.g. both the BBC Wildlife Photographer
of the Year and the Antibes Festival for the last two years. They
are also published widely in books and magazines, most recently in
Simon Rogerson’s new book Dive Red Sea.

Less well known, his stock images are used frequently by advertising
agencies both in Europe and in the USA. Since he last spoke at
BSoUP he has also presented his photos to the Queen and the Duke
of Edinburgh, explaining the intricacies of taking pictures
underwater.
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Zac has been shooting for over twenty years for advertising, design
and editorial clients both in and out of the water. Some of the
advertising images on his stunning website will no doubt be familiar
to many of you. He shoots on high-end digital systems with carefully
controlled colour workflow management. Zac is the proud winner
of Image 2003-04 Festival of Underwater Film and Photography
and also the Canon British Underwater Image Festival 2006.

Advertising underwater with Zac Macaulay -
April 18 www.zacmacaulay.com

The magic of compact digital cameras with Maria
Munn - April 18 www.oceanvisions.co.uk

Compact digital cameras have created a major revolution in domestic
image making over the last few years, and nowhere more
significantly than underwater. Until very recently, general underwater
photography was the domain of the specialist and a full setup was
a major investment. Now, entry level compacts are completely
affordable and more and more divers are equipped with them on
trips. Maria has become somewhat of a specialist in underwater
compact digital photography. She described how to achieve creative
shots by using different add-on lenses and lighting.

Maria is a self-taught photographer with a remarkable story. Defying
doctors who said she wouldn’t walk again, in 1997 she single-
handedly embarked on an ongoing worldwide travel adventure
visiting over 30 countries. Most recently, last year she led four
successful compact camera photography trips to the Red Sea with
Emperor Divers. Maria’s work has been featured in many magazines
not least of which on the cover of the Royal Photographic Society’s
magazine.

Alex has travelled a great deal recently, shooting specifically for a
new project. These images are not on his website, but many were
shown for the first time in this talk. Alex is also the inventor of the
revolutionary Magic Filter, which is now sold to underwater
photographers in more than 60 countries.
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Preparation & planning for the annual BSoUP splash-
in with Charles Erb - May 16 www.undersea-images.com

Running successfully for over 30 years, this year our annual splash-
in competition is more exciting than ever as it has now evolved
into the ‘British splash-in championship’ with a fantastic array of
prizes and sponsorship - see the website www.bsoup.org for more
details. This ever popular and hugely enjoyable weekend has become
a favourite with member Charles Erb and his club, the Worcester
BSAC. Charles described how he and his friends plan and prepare
for the event.

Charles has been interested in photography since childhood and
diving for 20 years. Converting to digital in 2003, he now uses a
housed Nikon D200 system and considers any dive without a camera
to be a wasted opportunity. Like many of us I am sure, he is unable
to dive as much as he would like, he is however a very experienced
UK diver and splash-in veteran. His talk was invaluable to anyone
planning to join us for this year’s excellent weekend in Devon.

Zac’s summary for anyone interested in this type of work was:
- test your models well
- get a good team around you
- HSE is a must (Health and Safety Executive qualification)
- be creative and experiment with lighting
- if shooting for stock, shoot conceptually
- if shooting for an ad agency to a brief, try to pre-brief the client,
manage their expectations and produce as close as possible.

Remember, you are selling their ideas and products and it is likely
they will never have worked underwater before so be gentle with
them.

Zac illustrated the relationship between shooting in the underwater
medium and selling companies products or ideas. He used initial
scratch layouts or diagrams, some provided by the client and
described how they were turned into a working ad., either in the
sea or in a pool or tank. He also described the creativity, effort
and teamwork needed to achieve the desired results.
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Competition results

February 21 - ‘Focus on’ - Close-up

Well done to Alex Mustard for taking first place for the second
month running with an unusual and striking shot of a family of
ghost pipefish in Raja Ampat, Indonesia. Richard Boutcher was proud
runner up with a charismatic cuttlefish, and Steve Jones and Pedro
Vieyra drew third place with a rather alarming but beautifully shot
toothy barracuda and a colourful mantis shrimp respectively.

1st - Alex Mustard - 53 pts 5th - Martha Tressler - 22 pts
2nd - Richard Boutcher - 31 pts 6th - Tony Baskeyfield - 20 pts
3rd=- Steve Jones - 24 pts
3rd=- Pedro Vieyra - 24 pts

January 17 - ‘Focus on’ - ‘Best shots of 2006’

This month’s competition attracted a total of 43 entries.
Congratulations to Alex Mustard and Neil Rosewarn with the first
two images this year to go forward to the ‘focus on’ final in
November to compete for the ‘focus on’ trophy.

Cute was the order of the day. Alex won with a couple of very cute
pygmy seahorses peeping out from their superbly camouflaged
home. Neil was runner up with an equally cute shot of a mother
and baby grey seal, and also achieved 3rd place with a stunning
shot of a whaleshark and accompanying fishy entourage.

1st - Alex Mustard - 42 pts
2nd - Neil Rosewarn - 35 pts
3rd - Neil Rosewarn - 33 pts
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March 21 - Theme portfolio
(see JP’s winning portfolio on pages 24 and 25)

Our own publicity officer and part-time digital competitions officer
and web maestro JP Trenque was the happy winner of this year’s
theme portfolio. JP walked away with the BSoUP theme portfolio
trophy and a cheque for £100 kindly donated by Ultimate Sports
(www.ultimate-sports.co.uk)

JP’s unusual collection was entitled ‘the great escape’ and showed
a series of turtles, with the picture area cleverly adjusted to en-
hance the concept of the turtles ‘escaping’ from the screen. Well
done JP. Shannon Conway, who appears an impressive number of
times in the results section was runner up with ‘Western Australian
rainbow’, a highly colourful series of abstract shots. Close behind
in third place was Alex Mustard with ‘Sardinian seas’ shot in just
six photographic dives.

1st - JP Trenque - 74 pts 4th - Martyn Guess - 40 pts
2nd - Shannon Conway - 46 pts 5th=- Sam Bean - 37 pts
3rd - Alex Mustard - 43 pts 5th=- Jane Morgan - 37 pts

April 18 - ‘Focus on’ - Abstracts

Always one of the more popular subjects, this year was no exception
with many beautiful abstract shots entered. The grafters in the
bar came to the fore with their unique vote counting system,
when Shannon Conway and Eleonora tied with 40 points each,
Shannon just pipped Eleonora to the post by gaining more first
place votes.

Shannon won with an almost ethereal anemone shot, Eleonora had
a stunning, colourful shot of the scales of a queen angel fish, and
Pedro came 3rd with a gorgeous clam mantle.

1st - Shannon Conway - 40 pts 4th - Pedro Vieyra - 30 pts
2nd - Eleonora Manca - 40 pts 5th - Martha Tressler - 18 pts
3rd - Pedro Vieyra - 37 pts 6th - Tony Baskeyfield - 16 pts
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May 16 - ‘Focus on’ - People

It was interesting to see what people made of ‘people’, a new
entry into the regular ‘focus on’ subject list. There were a very
healthy 44 entries with a wide diversity of creative ideas from
distant diver silhouettes to close focus wide-angle pictures of torch
bearing models and even one of divers bobbing around on the
surface.

Congratulations to Shannon Conway with a brilliant second month
win and third month placing in a row, and Annette Price, a returning
member, for going forward to the ‘focus on’ final in November.
Shannon won with a jellyfish close-up accompanied by a group of
distant divers silhouetted against the surface. Annette’s second
place was an innovative shot of a kayaker mid-eskimo roll and JP
Trenque came third with a shot of a snorkeller with arms akimbo.
Three very different pictures in a very varied and interesting set of
entries.

1st - Shannon Conway - 69 pts 4th - Kevin Cullimore - 24 pts
2nd - Annette Price - 42 pts 5th - Eleonora Manca - 21 pts
3rd - JP Trenque - 29 pts 6th - Alexander Mustard - 16 pts

Advertising rates

To advertise in ‘in focus’ please contact the editor Gill McDonald on
bsoup@catalyst5.freeserve.co.uk or call 07855 759946.

Colour: Back cover - £90
Full page inside - £66
Half page inside - £36

B&W: Full page inside - £38
Half page inside - £23

Nikon D100 body and Subal housing (no lenses or ports) £1,100.
D100 is boxed with all of the usual bits, and a spare battery. Phone
Martha Tressler 07764 603657 or email martha@mtressler.com



Forward planning

Red Sea: September 21 - 30 2007
Jane Morgan & JP Trenque are running a photography workshop on
board MV Kawarty II. The itinerary will cover the Brothers, Daedalus
and Elphinstone. For more information, speak to Jane & JP or visit
www.hiddendepthsdivetours.com

British Splash-in Championship 2007 - July 7 2007
The British Splash-in Championship - 2007, organised by BSoUP in
association with the National Marine Aquarium is on Saturday July
7 at the Mount Batten Centre and the National Marine Aquarium,
Plymouth, Devon. Prizes, trophies and individual awards will be
presented for winning images in each category. In addition, a grand
prize will be awarded for the image selected by an independent
panel of judges as the best taken in local waters on the day. This is
again a fabulous one week liveaboard holiday in the Red Sea
generously donated by Tony Backhurst Scuba.

Viewing and judging of the on-the-day images entered will take
place at the National Marine Aquarium in Plymouth on the Saturday
night. Water taxis between the Mount Batten Centre and the
Aquarium will be available. A barbeque will be held prior to film
competitors receiving their processed film back costing £8.50 with
a vegetarian option.

South Africa and Mozambique: October 14 - 28 2007
14-day ‘shark, whale shark & manta ray expedition’ with optional
extensions for great white shark cage diving and/or big-5 game
safari - Kruger National Park. There are excellent facilities for
non-divers and the group so far consists of both. The trip will
particularly cater for underwater photographers.
Len Deeley www.imagine-photography.co.uk

Beqa Lagoon, Fiji: February/ March 2008
Rob Allen (see article ‘Photographing big sharks in Fiji’, p. 13) is
hosting a shark photography field trip in February and March 2008.
The daily shark dive will be followed by afternoon analysis workshops
and presentations. For more information, please contact Rob at
rob@sharksafaris.com
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BSoUP Branded Clothing

*** T-shirts – special price – £5 ***
*** or 3 for £10 ***

In navy blue or white with a BSoUP label over the left breast.

We also have in navy blue:
Polo Shirts (XL only)   reduced to £10
Sweatshirts (run small)   reduced to £12

Clothes are for sale at most monthly meetings by Jane Morgan.  You can also
order by post or email and Jane will bring them to the next meeting or mail
them to you for a small extra charge.

Jane Morgan: 07887 558832 - jane@dive.uk.com

The British Society
of Underwater
Photographers
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P e t e r  L a d e l l
Phone/fax: 01582 419603 - coming soon - www.fullimmersionphoto.com

Ergonomic housing modifications, quick release and rotating flash brackets,
focus lights and custom ports from fisheye to 4:1 for most systems. Made to
individual requirements.

Custom housings for Digital Cameras and accessories (port adaptors to fit
other port systems). D200 & SB800 housings coming soon.

Underwater Photography workshops for Film or Digital, based in the UK.

Designed and built by UK CMAS World Championship team member and used
by International Award winning Photographers.

Please contact: PETER LADELL - 01582 419603
peter@fullimmersionphoto.com

Custom Underwater Housing Modifications and Accessories
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BSoUP meets on the third Wednesday of each month at 20.00hrs in the function
room at the Holland Club, Imperial College, London. From South Kensington tube
station take the tunnel to the Museums and Exhibition Road. Continue north
and turn left into Prince Consort Road. Turn left just before the far end through
gates into the entrance to the grounds of Imperial College, walk down the hill
and go through the white double doors facing you into the Holland Club. If you
are coming by road, turn into the College grounds from Exhibition Road, take a
parking ticket at the barrier and ask directions to the Holland Club. When you
leave you must pay at the barrier (currently £8.50) for the evening (after 18.00hrs).
Do not arrive before this time as the ‘evening’ parking could cost you £16.
Alternatively, there are parking meters in the surrounding roads until 18.30.
Beware as there are many Residents Only bays which operate all evening. There
are bar facilities in the Club and snacks are available.

How to find us



BSoUP officers 2007

President/ Webmaster: Brian Pitkin
Tel: 020 8668 8168 email: brian.pitkin@virgin.net

Chair: Martha Tressler
Tel: 07764 603657 email: martha@mtressler.com

Honorary Secretary Joss Woolf
Tel: 07710 943411 email:josswoolf@hotmail.com

Honorary Treasurer/
‘in focus’ production editor: Anthony Holley
Tel: 020 8949 7568 email: bsoup@holleyuwphoto.com

Membership secretary: Mike Russell
Tel: 01707 655944 email:mjrussell@onetel.com

Meetings secretary: Jane Morgan
Tel: 07887 558832 email: jane@dive.uk.com

Publicity officer/
Digital competitions officer: Jean Phillipe (JP) Trenque
Tel: 07767 874046 email: jp@jptrenque.com

Film competitions officer: John Langford
Tel: 020 8567 4464 email: john.r.langford@lineone.net

Digital officer: Alexander Mustard
Tel: 07876 523110 email: alex@amustard.com

‘in focus’ editor: Gill McDonald
Tel: 07855 759946 email: bsoup@catalyst5.freeserve.co.uk

Committee Members:
Martin Davies 07957 267391 martin@martindavies.org.uk
Colin Doeg 020 7622 8147 cdoeg35108@aol.com
Peter Ladell 01582 419603 bsoup@fullimmersionphoto.com
Muna Muammar 07958 658221 dr_muna@btinternet.com
Pedro Vieyra 07790 816887 pedro.vieyra@chelwest.nhs.uk

Honorary Life Members:
Colin Doeg (Vice President), Peter Scoones (Vice President), Tim Glover, Geoff
Harwood, Brian Pitkin, Peter Rowlands, Stanton Waterman and Warren Williams
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